My husband and I got married at Rancho Nicasio in June. We could not be
happier with how everything went and are so glad we chose Rancho Nicasio.
They make the planning effortless by taking care of what you would not like
to think about (trust Julii - she is a pro, take her advice) but they also are
extremely flexible if you have ideas of your own. The food was fantastic,
scenery gorgeous and weather perfect. Our photos turned out incredible. The
staff was so accommodating and we have received countless compliments
from our guests. If you want an easy to plan, worry free, fun and beautiful
wedding Rancho is the place!

Beautiful venue,excellent food and awesome people. We got married out back
under the redwoods - romantic, georgeous and lovely. It was chilly so we ate
inside. It couldn’t have been prettier. Warm candle light, intimate seating and
lots of fun. The food was amazing. Max, Jim, Jane and everyone else did all
they could to make guests comfortable. Special recognition is due to Julii, the
caterer. She’s kind, funny and thoughtful, but above all an expert. Everything
she recommended we did and it was wonderful. We cannot recommend
Rancho Nicasio highly enough.

Rancho Nicasio was the perfect place for our wedding. It is in a beautiful,
natural setting, and the outdoor space is just the right size for a wedding
party. The venue lends itself to less stuffy (but still very nice) weddings, and
they are very accommodating with creating just the right ambiance and
amenities you want.
The biggest surprise was just how great their catering was. All of our guests
commented on how good the food was and how well it was presented. The
planning meetings and details of the menu selection were frequently a little
sketchy and frustrating. But we were pleasantly surprised with how well it
translated to a really great experience.
The availability of the indoor dance venue after the ceremony was a great
asset and makes having the entire event at one location seamless.
We loved it and would definitely choose Rancho Nicasio again if we had it to
do over.

This was actually easy wedding planning and I had so much fun at the wedding.
Here’s the stuff I think best recommend the venue (i.e., what I wish I knew when I
was shopping venues):
1. The food, the food, the food. It is HARD to do bulk food well but Julii was
undaunted. A couple weeks before the wedding she called to say she was worried
the local tomato salad was redundant with our tomato/basil crustini appetizer
and asked if she could replace the appetizer with homemade ricotta crustini. I
continue to get complements months later.
2. Almost everything included. There is so much to think of when planning and the
fact that plates/flatware/tableclothes/food/booze/ceremony set up/A PLANNER
all come wrapped up in one was a God-send. Compared to other friends, my
planning was a breeze. Also, contrary to what I thought going into this and based
on conversations with other friends, I think it’s easier to control costs if everything
is included - I certainly ended up without all the “surprise” charges people get.
3. The venue. To me, this place captures the natural beauty of Northern California
- rolling hills, the dramatic drive through tall tall trees. Decorating was easy. The
indoor/outdoor aspect was great as well. Also - I had not predicted how cool
it would be to have “dance space” and “bar space.” People really enjoyed that
aspect after dinner was over.
4. The people. Julii (the planner/chef) is a can-do magician - as creative as can be
and perfectly practical. Max (the owner) is upfront (no extra fee for cake cutting,
higher thread-count tablecloths or whatever weddings will charge you for) and
very easy to work with. And I think his attitude trickles down to all the staff.
Could not recommend highly enough!

Rancho Nicasio was an amazing, beautiful venue for our wedding; and the
staff, to a person, were wonderful to work with. Rancho Nicasio offers a
great combination of indoor and outdoor spaces. We had our ceremony in
the large backyard of the restaurant. The Chuppah was framed by beautiful
mature Redwood trees, and the reception and dinner (seating 150) fit
comfortably on the expansive grass lawn. Our aesthetic was casual, natural
and elegant, and this venue was all of that. After dinner we shifted inside for
dancing in a room made magical by a hundred small candles; and later to a
side deck, again festively lit for the cake cutting.
The wedding managers at Rancho are amazing. Julii Ashby is the caterer/
event consultant/day of leader...and an all around anchor to the wedding
experience at Rancho. I loved working with her! She is professional, easy
going and just quirky enough to make the process fun. Our food was
fabulous, our guests could not say enough about how yummy it was! Max
also was a pleasure to work with. He is the guy in charge of scheduling
the venue and grilling on the wedding day (we had grille oysters and flank
steak). The staff did a great job on the day of our wedding with set up and
service. Somehow (invisible to me) they moved us seamlessly from one
phase of the evening to the next. I didn’t think for a moment about logistics.
My husband and I highly recommend Rancho Nicasio as a place to
celebrate a wedding! In fact, invite your friends to stay in the area for the
weekend (we did) and extend the fun in beautiful Marin. We wouldn’t change
a thing about our wedding at Rancho Nicasio, even if we could!

Amazing, magical, awesome are just a few of the words that come to mind when
we think of our wedding at Rancho Nicasio. We could not have asked for a better
wedding.
Everything was smooth and easy – starting with the planning down to the actual
wedding. Julii and Max were absolutely wonderful to deal with. Max was the BBQ
guy and Julii was in charge of all the other food, logistics, and much more! Julii
is not a “wedding planner”, but she is knowledgeable and helpful in making your
event a success. She brought up details that we would have never thought of on
our own, gave us tips, and made things easier throughout the process. Julii is
amazing!
The key to success at Rancho is to be laid back. Everything will work out if you let
it. We gave Julii the freedom to purchase food that was in season and available at
the local farmers market. This made a big difference in the quality and quantity of
tasty treats. Everyone at our wedding raved about the food.
The setting is beautiful and versatile. It has a very nice outdoor area, suitable for
the gathering of guests and ceremony. We moved indoors to eat, drink and dance.
There’s a full stage setup for a band and a large dance floor. We booked a local
band and were so happy with the results. Rancho has complete sound hook ups
for a band or DJ. There is one outdoor bar and one inside bar, so it is real easy to
keep the drinks flowing. The atmosphere at Rancho makes everyone feel at home
and comfortable.
The price was very reasonable. If you think of a wedding as taking all your guests
out to dinner and drinks, the price per head at Rancho is spot on. Everyone gets
an amazing event, tons of gourmet food and their choice of drinks, from local
wines and beers to homemade ginger lemonade. Rancho provides a full wait staff
during the event. They were all super nice and helpful.
You know you had a good wedding when not only you and your spouse feel good
about it, but all of your guest (young and old) tell you that your wedding is one of
the best they have ever been to. Thank you Julii, Max, and all of the Rancho staff!

Our daughter was married in August 2014 at Rancho Nicasio and everything
exceeded our expectations. Max was wonderful to deal with - very
personable, honest and helpful. Julii, the planner, was also phenomenal. She
really knew what she was doing and made sure things ran smoothly. I can’t
even count how many people told us during the reception and in the months
since then how wonderful they thought the venue and food were. It was
truly the best food I’ve ever had at a wedding - fresh, local and beautifully
presented. The wedding was so much fun that we actually had a hard time
getting people to leave! Thank you Max, Julii and the rest of the staff for
making our daughter’s wedding so amazing!

My husband grew up playing Little League on the baseball diamond outside
of Rancho Nicasio, so when we were searching for a wedding venue, it
seemed like the perfect place. We couldn’t have been more right. From the
moment we toured the property (we had both been to the bar many, many
times, but had never been to a wedding there and I had never even seen the
backyard area), Max and Julii took excellent care of us. We became part of
the Rancho family. At our reception, Max grilled the food in their outdoor
kitchen, chatting up our guests while he was doing so, and it was incredible -we are still hearing about how good everything was! And the on-site wedding
coordinator, Julii, never failed to answer our endless questions and went out
of her way to make sure our day was smooth and perfect. We couldn’t be
happier with how everything turned out, and the venue is absolutely beautiful.
At capacity, Rancho can hold several hundred people, but it still feels intimate
and family-oriented, the way a small-town wedding should.

After searching for several months for a venue that would allow us to have
over 150 people attend our wedding, a live band as well as great food
and drink, we were lucky to find Rancho Nicasio. Not only was the venue
flexible in terms of allowing us to decorate but the food was amazing
and abundant. They did a great job moving the buffet lines along so that
everyone was fed in a timely and generous manner. The only drawback to
the location is just that the location. Unfortunately, there aren’t hotels that
are close that can accommodate the number of people that this venue
allows you to have. However, we were able to hire a bus that allowed us
to transport people without risk of anyone getting a DD or harmed in an
accident after consuming alcohol at the wedding. They venue is great
for music lovers, people who want an outdoor venue that is somewhat
secluded, great service and tasty tasty food!

Perfect Wedding at Rancho Nicasio

Personal, welcoming, great food, outstanding views, country atmosphere.
We loved Julii’s friendly planning and attitude, and her food. Max’s BBQ was
perfectly cooked and served. The staff was always one or two steps ahead of
us, which made us relax and truly enjoy the day. Nothing went even slightly
amiss, and we felt that Julii and Max became friends.

My husband and I could not have been more pleased with our wedding at
Rancho Nicasio. Julii, their wedding coordinator is passionate, seasoned, and
down-to-earth. We ended up ordering our flowers online and she and her team
did the arrangements which came about beautifully. The guests raved about
the food - which was EXCELLENT!!! We live in Brooklyn, NY so had to plan the
wedding over the phone and via e-mails and that went very smoothly. We opted
to rent the cottage on the property, which was the perfect home base for the
bridal party. Thank you Rancho and Julii for an unforgettable, gorgeous day.

My husband and I live in San Francisco. When wedding planning, we looked
at several venues in the city, wine country, and farther north.
When we visited Rancho Nicasio, we knew we found a gem. The venue
is charming, the surrounding land is gorgeous, Max and Julii are very
welcoming, and we liked that so many services (food, drinks, catering) were
included in the package. The price felt like a good deal compared to other
places we looked at.
Rancho Nicasio has a comfortable, laid back vibe. It has just the right
amount of Northern California vibes (wagon wheel chandelier, moose on
the wall), while still feeling sophisticated, not campy. Incredibly scenic, too!
Rolling hills, tall grasses, and an adorable old wooden church surround the
venue.
Julii helps you plan the menu (food was excellent!) and figure out all of the
details, but she’s not a wedding planner per se. As I saw in another review,
go with the flow and it’ll be a wonderful time.
Overall, I’m a very happy bride. The day and night were so incredible and
special!

My husband and I were over the moon with our experience at Rancho
Nicasio. The venue is set in the rolling hills of West Marin County. From
venue to surroundings, it’s rustic and has character - your photographer
will be pleased. The staff are wonderful. Julie, the caterer/event planner,
created a fresh, healthful, tasty menu - several people shared it was the
best wedding food they’d experienced. I found her to be immensely helpful,
full of creative ideas, and supportive. Max, the manager, found a way to
work within our somewhat limited budget, which we really appreciated.
He was also skilled on the grill during our reception. On the day of, we
had access to a spacious, on-site cottage, which my bridesmaids and I
got ready in (very convenient). Overall, warm, friendly staff and a beautiful
setting. Honestly, the day was beyond what we envisioned. We wouldn’t
change a thing.

